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INTRODUCTION

According to the 1980 U.S. Census the number of persons cat-
egorized as "Asian and Pacific Islander increased by 128 percent,
rising from 1.5 million in 1970 to over 3.5 million in 1980. The
rate of growth of the Asian Pacific American (APA) population was
more u.han ten times that of the U.S. population as a whole.

Perhaps partially due to this phenomenal growth in population,
APAs are now being perceived as a minority group that will play an
increasingly significant role in American society. Consonant with
this perception, the focus of the Asian/Pacific American Librarians
Association program this year is on our identity. In general, APAs
are the subjects of numerous articles and monographs in the fields
of the social sciences and the mat!: media. However, this symposium
today will mark the first time that we will be looking intently at

the Asian Pacific American librarians and assessing their problems
and accomplishments.

APA have stamped American society and will continue to add to
its cultural diversity. Like other ethnic groups, APA have endured
a sometimes painful acculturation, discrimination,misurderstanding,
stereotyping and neglect. APA themselves point to the problem that
currently impair their achievement of equity in American society.

In these Proceedings, we present the papers that were deliv-
ered at the symposium on "Asian / Pacific American Librarians: A
Cross-Cultural Perspective." Minja P. Lee was unable to attend the
program and her paper was read by Connie B. Rebadavia.

The speakers explored the uniqueness of the presence of Asian
Pacific American librarians in American libraries. Chang tried to
identify the APA librarians by describing who and where they are.

Katayama delineated the critical issues and problems facing APA
librarians and offered suggestions for their professional enhance-
ment and growth. In response, Capoor stressed the importance of

personality factors in achieving success in the job.

Have we, as an ethnic group, made an impact on American
librarianship? Sampling the entries listed in Who's Who in Library
and Information Services, Lee examined selected characteristics of
success among the APA librarians. A composite profile of APA li-

brarians emerged giving us some data about their age, education,
positions and accomplishments. Kaul added that the indicators ana-
lyzed by Lee suggest that the APA librarians are giving a good ac-

count of themselves. He also emphasized the need fcr a broader
survey of Asian Pacific American librarians to get more data about
our problems, needs and achievements.
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Kreissman, giving a personal perspective of a library manager,
concentrated on stereotypes. He pointed out the potential threats of
stereotyping Asian / Pacific American librarians to a limited range
of library activities such as language specialty, specific subject
competence, technical services as opposed to public services respon
sibilities.

The presentations were summarized by Qureshi. An open forum
ended the session.

It is hoped that this series of papers will contribute to a

better understanding of Asian / Pacific American librarians.

LOURDES Y. COLLANTES
SUNY College at Old Westbury

March 1985



ASIAN/PACIFIC AMERICAN LIBRARIANS: A PROFILE
By

HENRY C. CHANG

This paper is intended to draw a profile of the Asian/Pacific
American librarian from a crosscultural perspective. The profile
of the Asian / Pacific American (APA) librarian is difficult to as-
semble because there is so little hard data available on the sub-
ject. Although there is an abundance of information on APAs in
general resulting from the numerous studies made on the cultures
involved, there have been no major studies of members of this mi-
noriy group who are in the library profession. No eompre'aensive
study of the subject has been identified in a review of the library
literature. This is as yet an unexplored area of study. Hopefully,
this paper will inspire further research in this field.

In view of this fact, the following discussion is based on
information available from the Chinese American Library Associa-
tion, the Asian American Librarian Caucus and two small scale
studies done by the American Library Association Office of Per-
sonnel Resources and the National Commission on Libraries and In-
formation Sciences (NCLIS) Task Force on Library and Information
Services to Cultural Minorities respectively.

Asian / Pacific American is a nebulous term since some second
and third generation APAs do not seem to associate themselves
with the origins of their forebears, but consider themselves main-
stream Americans. This picture is further clouded by the intermar-
riages between Americans and Asians which have produced offsprings
who are half Asian but who identify themselves almost wholly with
the predominant American culture. The same can be said for those
Asians adopted by American families and are raised from childhood
in the United States.

Therefore, it is very difficult to define Asian/Pacific Amer-
ican librarians. Ultimately, we must rely on the individual's per-
ception of himself. For example, the Asian / Pacific American Li-
brarians Association (APALA) has this provision in its constitu -
tion: "Asian / Pacific Americans are defined as those who consider
themselves Asian / Pacific Americans." Further, "they may be Ame-
ricans of Asian / Pacific descent, or Asian / Pacific people with
the status of permanent residency, or Asian / Pacific people living
in the United States."

There were several attempts to identify Asian / Pacific Amer-
ican librarians. As early as 1975, the Asian American Librarian
Caucus identified approximately 1,000 APA librarians working in
the United States. In 1977, the Chinese American Library Asso-
ciation distributed a questionnaire to more than five hundred
Chinese American librarians. The American Library Association
study of 1981 showed that Asian / Pacific American librarians
accounted for 886 or about four percent of the total professional

3
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librarians in the country. Comparing this to the fact that Asian /
Pacific Americans make up only 1.5 percent of the total U.S. pop-
ulation, according to the 1980 Census, it is evident that APAs are
well represented in the profession. However, the study also
found that there is a lower percentage of APA librarians (3.6%) at
the beginning professional librarian level than the total APA li-
brarian work force. This may indicate a drop off of Asian /Pacific
Americans entering the field.

On the other hand, the U.S. Census Bureau projected that the
Asian Pacific population will grow rapidly in this country and by
the year 2000 will number 9,934,000. This figure represents almost
four percent of the projected total American population of 267,990,
000. Therefore, young Asian/Pacific Americans need to be recruited
to the profession in order to maintain adequate representation of
APA librarians in this field.

A general demographic characteristics of Asian / Pacific Amer-
ican librarians will be described based on the available informa-
tion. Among this group the ratio of men to women is approximately
equal. The majority are middle-aged and live on the eastern or
western seaboards, generally in large metropolitan areas.A big
majority hold a second advanced degree beyond the MLS and a number
have attained the doctoral degree. As for employment the majority
work in academic rather than school, public, or special libraries.
The largest portion of APA librarians work in technical services.
Those employed at university or college libraries are concen-
trated in the Asian collections. In terms of professional advance-
ment, APA librarians are making slow but steady gains in the middle
management in spite of the fact that many still hold entry level
positions. Very few are in top administrative positions. This is

partially due to the fact that APAs are stereotyped and are pursu-
ing very narrow subject fields which do not provide career mobility.

In conclusion, two major points should be emphasized. First,
there is a need for more data and study on the profile and charac-
teristics of the Asian / Pacific American librarians. Second, al-
though the minority is adequately represented in the profession nu-
merically, the high percentage in junior level positions and the
small number in upper level management is not commensurate with the
educational levels attained nor with the maturity of this group.
Asian Americans in general tend not to be vocal enough about their
needs or their rights. The APA librarians must become more asser-
tive of their rights for equal opportunity for advancement and ac-
knowledgment for their own sakes, and also to insure that the needs
and rights of the minority group they represent are heard and heed-
ed. They must help to present these needs to those in power who
can affect change. And hopefully at that benchmark, more Asian /
Pacific American. librarians will be in the decision making posi-
tions where they will have the greatest opportunity to insure that
these objectives are attained.
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PROBLEMS AND PROSPECTS OF ASIAN/PACIFIC AMERICAN LIBRARIANS:
By

Jane H. Katayama

When Lulu Collantes asked me to address the topic, "Problems
and Prospects of Asian / Pacific American Librarians," I realized
that it would be benefic_al to the audience if I convey not only
my views on the subject but share the views of other Asian/Pacific
American librarians. Therefore, I called three directors of uni-
versity libraries and a well-known educator. Although they did not
agree on every issue, it became evident that there are common per-
spectives concerning the problems and prospects of Asian / Pacific
American librarians.

I would like to review the problems before discussing the
opportunities.

1. All those interviewed agreed that Asian librarians are

either stereotyped as specialists such as catalogers or East Asian
specialists, or are indeed pursuing very narrow fields which do not
provide career mobility or advancement. Thorough knowledge of the

over-all library operations and some supervisory experience are re-
quisites in becoming directors of libraries. This problem is con-
firmed in an article by Suzuki and Yamashita (1977). They noted the
preponderance of Asian Americans in technical services and the"...
paucity of Asian Americans as assistant directors or directors,"(19
77, p. 123).

2. Poor oral and written communication skills were mentioned
as major obstacles for Asians who aspire to positions of library
directors because they were expected to obtain grants and to pro-
cure additional financial resources which can be attained only by
marketing the library's value and contributions.

3. Other traits which may be detrimental to success and which
may be ascribed to the Asian culture, include modesty and acquies-
cence, both of which preclude self promotion. The interviewees
agreed that the sum of hard work, dedication and expertise will not
necessarily lead to recognition or promotion unless management is

aware of an individual's accomplishments.

4. In addition to the lack of assertiveness on the part of

many Asians, there was a consensus that many Asians were afraid to

take risks, including accepting positions of greater responsibility
or undertaking major projects which would place them in the spot-
light.

5. The lack of political acumen, limited perspicacity of the

corporate culture and mores, and unwillingness to get involved in

institutional or corporate affairs were highlighted as areas
requiring special attention by Asians.
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6. There were some differences of opinions regarding racial
discrimination and affirmative action. It was interesting to note
that the individuals interviewed were proud of their heritage and
often did not feel "Asian" or different until someone else remind-
ed them of their ethnic background.

If we examine the problems listed above and delete references

to race or cultural differences, many of the problems are not
unique to Asians, but can be applied to any race. However, I am
not naive enough to think that Asians do not have problems getting
recognized as library directors as opposed to specialists.

A recent U.S. News and World Report article (1984) made ref-
erence to a study showing that although fifty-two per cent (52%) of
the Asians at AT&T Bell Laboratories had doctorates, compared with
twenty-nine per cent (29%) of the whites, only two Asians have been
promoted to the company's thirty-six (3A) director posts. According
to the Bell Laboratories' director of affirmative action, " Asians
are not viewed as being particularly aggressive. Sometimes their
communication skills are not as sharp. "

Now that we know what the problems are, what can we do to
overcome them and how can we enhance our careers.

CAREER ENHANCEMENT

1. If we are in a specialized field such as technical pro-
cessing, we should volunteer to work at the Reference Desk, to as-
sist the library director with special projects, or to take courses
in business management.

2. If we are not assertive, a director suggested taking
courses in assertiveness training to build self-confidence and self-
esteem, but cautioned against becoming obnoxious or confrontational.

3. A positive attitude and excellent human relations skills
are critical in all aspects of our careers.

4. A director also emphasized examining our strengths and
weaknesses. After recognizing our weaknesses, we must improve our-
selves and not allow our cultural background to become a self-
induced handicap.

c. The importance of joining a supportive institution that
provides room for both individual growth and cataer opportunities
was stressed by a director. Before accepting a job, it behooves
the applicant to analyze:

- the culture of the organization
- the attitude of his/her future boss

toward women and minorities
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- the composition of women and minorities in
senior positions.

6. The willingness to take risks, to accept new challenges
which often involve tough decisions, to be at the cutting edge of
technology, to be a change agent and even to fail, is to learn
from the experience, but more important, one must maintain a posi-
tive attitude and not to give up.

7. Political and professional involvement at the institu-
tional, community, state and national levels is crucial for minor-
ities to be recognized as a vital force and to be heard by the
majority. Although everyone did not agree on building a coalition
because some members may become strident, there was a universal
feeling that we should accept our heritage and celebrate our dif-
ferences because we have much to offer. Furthermore, we should
combine the strength of two cultures, adjust to the mores of our
environments, and respect the differences among our own group.

8. Every interviewee agreed that we must do a better job of
marketing ourselves. However, we must have the essential skills ,

educational background and professional experience. In short, we
must have substance. The Affirmative Action program may open
doors but competition must be based on our abilities, skills and
contributions. Furthermore, we must prepare ourselves for future
advancement by taking courses, undertaking projects, building a
network of professional contacts by being active in organizations,
and improving our political skills.

Several individuals mentioned that because of their conscious
desire to become the boss or to achieve certain goals, they moti-
vated themselves and marketed their contributions.

It became apparent to me that they are successful because
they have common characteristics. For example, each person inter-
viewed can be described as:

- articulate
- assertive and ambitious
- well-educated
- pleasant with a sense of humor
- supportive
- a risk taker who is not intimidated by

responsibilities, by superiors or by
any authority figure (one interviewee
mentioned and I quote,"Just because a
person has a high position does not
mean he is smart." )

- active in professional and community
affairs

- politically astute, in understanding
both his or her colleagues and the
power structure within the organization.

8
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Since I have shared the views of other Asians who have "made
it," let me share with you some of my own experiences.

I have been with the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Lincoln Laboratory for nineteen years and progressed from circu-
lation / reference librarian to reader's services librarian to
assistant library manager to library manager. I have been the li-
brary manager for nine years and can still remember my own
anxiety when appointed as manager. Although I had the opportunity
to manage the library for several years under the tutelage of my
mentor who retired, I realized that with my promotion, I would be
responsible for five other professional librarians and fifteen
support personnel, the majority of whom were older than I.Further-
more, the job included the management of a fairly large technical
collection of books, journals, technical reports and archival ma-
terials concentrating in advanced electronics, communications,
physics, engineering, aerospace and computer science.

During the past nine years, we have implemented several com-
puter systems including OCLC, Faxon's LINK serials management
system, DTIC DROLS, Lockheed DIALOG, SDC ORBIT, NEXIS, archives
system and documents system. We are presently investigating the
automation of several library operations including integrated li-
brary systems.

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

What are the prospects and opportunities for Asian
librarians?

One word ... unlimited.

If we reflect on the freedom available in the United States,
a country that accamodates racial differences and provides count-
less opportunities, I believe we can reach our goals and fulfill
our ambitions. There are more Asian / Pacific Americans "making
it" not only as directors or librarians but also in other profes-
sional fields. Before closing, I would like to share my own phi-
losophy: Jane Katayama's eight-fold way.

1. Acts never react to situations. Conceive an idea, plan
carefully, sell the idea, but prepare for all contingencies.

2. Present new ideas at least three times, at different in-
tervals, and in different ways because no one accepts changes
readily.

3. Communicate, communicate, communicate.

- Keep everyone informed of new projects and
provide solutions, never problems

9 16



- Market your library services, your own
contributions, and those of your colleagues.

- Establish a network of professional colleagues ...

contacts are crucial for continued success.

4. Know your boss and the norms of your organization.

- If your boss wants statistics, give your boss

statistics. It is not worth expending energy

fighting your boss or the organization.

- If you are a liberal, do not join a conservative

organization. A job is akin to a marriage. It

helps to join an institution that shares your

values or beliefs. Read "Fitting new employees
into the company culture," in the May 28, 1984

issue of Fortune magazine.

5. Make the tough decisions. Do not pass the buck, and be

loyal to your boss (it is obvious that loyalty should be mutual).

6. Do your best and accept only the best. To paraphrase Ar-

mand Hammer, chairman of Occidental Petroleum and former ambassador

to Russia, "By working fourteen hours per day, I get lucky." And

Oscar Wilde stated, "I have the simplest taste, I want only the

best."

7. Have a positive attitude. Be dynamic, enthusiastic and

accept challenges because you should enjoy your job. If you do not

feel you are "growing" it is time to start "going" . Go out and

seek new opportunities and challenges !! Incidentally,the library

personnel at Lincoln Laboratory also accept change because they

share my philosophy of "grow or go " .

8. To paraphrase an often cited quotation," A slave is one

who waits for someone to free him or her. "

So in conclusion, we are masters of our own fate and we can

do anything we truly want to accomplish
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ASIAN/PACIFIC AMERICAN LIBRARIANS: KEY TO ACHIEVEMENT

By

Asha Capoor

The issue of achievements, problems and prospects of Asian/
Pacific American librarians has be reviewed with a broader
outlook. Many of these issues are common among non-Asian Pacific
American librarians as well. Therefore, my approach is to look
at the universal picture of the library profession with special
emphasis on Asian/Pacific American librarians.

What employers look for at the time of an interview is not
only the educational qualifications but in priority order it is
appearance, personality and experience or education. Most of us
are familiar with the reverse priorities. For example, Asians are
education conscious. Being first or second generation immigrants
they want to be achievers and establish a strong foundation for
generations to come. They work hard, but unfortunately lack the
skill of how to market themselves.

One of the crucial aspects of achievement is total appearance.
How you present yourself, your expression, posture, dress, the
colors you wear and your attitude jointly contribute to create an
image or set an impression in the employer's mind. Although it is
never mentioned openly it is a fact or a reality.

Let us look into the personality factors. Certain traits we
are born with or acquired as youngsters from the family or the
environment are hard to change. Therefore, a person should look
closely into his / her own personality. If all of us are not born
leaders, why are we all anxious to become library directors? Every
individual has a distinct personality. One should explore the
various aspects of the library profession, e.g., managerial,
research, computers / automation, sales and marketing ( a new area
that is flourishing rapidly). The big question is what type of
personality do we have?

Are you aggressive, a problem solver, decision maker or an
organizer? Are you a leader with strong interpersonal and people
skills? If your answer to the above question is yes, then you are
a perfect fit for management. You should make every effort
possible to find your way into administration. No doubt you will
succeed.

What if you do not possess the above qualities? If you are
reserved, a loner but problem solver, bright, intelligent and on:
who minds his or her own business, you are suitable for a position
in research or the computer/automation field.

What if you are aggressive, bright, used to a fast pace and
people oriented? Then sales and marketing is just perfect for you.

11
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In summary, do not just push your luck; evaluate yourself. The
best approach is to set up a chart. Make a laundry list of your
personality traits on the left and the type of jobs on the right.

Personality Managerial
Res/Computers
Automation

Sales/
Marketing

Review yourself closely and reach a conclusion about the right
match. Now pursue the area where there is a natural fit. A mis-
fit could end in a big mistake.

Lastly, the area of education and background cannot be
ignored. What are your professional goals? What educational
background do you have? If you are a starter, research areas of
interest, attend seminars and talk to people in the field. Most
people are happy to share their experiences. If you are a
seasoned professional and are considering a career change, e.g.
reference / research to sales and marketing, prepare yourself
before you pursue that direction.

Work smarter, not harder. Make the right choice, the
right decision. Have confidence in yourself. This is the key
to success.

19
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AN ASSESSMENT OF ASIAN/PACIFIC AMERICAN LIBRARIANS'
STATUS AND ACHIEVEMENT

By

MO P. Lee

A democratic society like ours survives and thrives on the
diversity of its individual members. Therefore, it is vital to

allow them to be different, as well as encouraged and maintain
diversity in terms of their ideas and culture. We,librarians from
Asia, are no different from others in this society of this nation.
Our contributions to American librarianship should go far beyond
managing Asian libraries and providing expertise in Asian. lan-
guages.

It is a well-known fact that more than one-third of the
world's population are Asians. Nevertheless, only about one per-
cent of the United States population is of Asian extract. Asians
are the minority among the minorities in this country. Despite the
small number, Asians have made important contributions to this
country in many different fields, particularly in the academic
community. We have heard of I.M. Pei, the architect; An Wang of
the Wang Laboratories; Phillip Hwang of Television Company; many
Nobel prize winning scientists and others wilo have made great
success in their respective fields. Admittedly, we have not pro-
duced an Asian librarian of this caliber, possibly with the ex-
ception of Ranganathan. There are people among our ranks . ready
to make significant contributions to the American library comma -
nity. It is only a matter of time. Meanwhile, it is our respon -
sibility to open up opportunities and build foundations for to-
morrow.

C. K. Huang described the problems of Asians in an article
on Asian American special librarians (1). He stated that :

"Asians, whose population in the United States - one
percent - is small compared to other minorities, suffer
a distinct lack of cohesiveness since they represent
many nationalities, cultures, and languages. They
tend to melt into the background as larger and more
recognizable minorities make more obvious gains in
training and replacement."

In order to overcome the problems faced by the minority
group, Asian librarians should promote cohesiveness, solidarity,
our awareness as Asians, try to take advantage of our distinct
and diverse cultural backgrounds, and help resolve collectively
the difficulties we face as a minority among minorities in this
society, especially in the library community. In this regard the
importance of APALA can not be over-exaggerated. Conferences such
as this conducted by APALA fill this vital need. This assessment
of Asian librarians' status and achievements is a step in the

right direction toward accomplishing these goals.

13
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Who's Who in Library and Information Services (2) was chosen
as the primary source for this study. Not many members of APALA
are listed in this reference work. There are other librarians
making significant contributions to the library community who are
not listed in this work either. There is no easy way to reach
these people and gather data. It is presumed that anyone listed in
this reference work should be considered as having achieved some
recognition and acquired some measure of accomplishments.

According to the editor's introduction, 30,000 individuals
were invited to submit their biographical data. The final selec-
tion represented 12,000 entries. Therefore, this is an obviously
acceptable source for finding individual librarians of Asian back-
ground, who have made significant contributions to the American
community although this reference work may include a relatively
small segment of Asian Pacific librarians as a whole.

One of the difficulties in this study was to define who are
Asian/Pacific American librarians. There is the question of geo-
graphical area, ethnic backgrounds, languages, countries and eth-
nological classifications that can be used to define who are Asian
librarians. Asia stretches from near the north pole to the Mediter-
ranean sea. In 1974, The Asian American Librarians Caucus was or-
ganized. The difficulty of defining who should be considered as
Asian Americans vexed the organizers of the Caucus. The founding
members of the Caucus finally settled the issue with amazing sim-
plicity, "let the members find out who and what they are." It's
constitution defined the Asian Americans simply as anyone who con-
siders her/himself as such (3).

For the purpose of this study, Asian Pacific librarians are
defined as anyone who was born on the Asian continent and the Paci-
fic Ocean regions or descended from such ancestry. This is not as

precise as it might be desired and somebody may well challenge this
approach as too narrow or too broad. Suzuki and Yamashita, in their
article, "Asian Americans and Librarianship," limited it to anyone
having descended from Chinese, Japanese, Korean, and Filipino an-

cestry (4). However, this study includes the following countries :

China, Japan, Korea, the Philippines, Indonesia, India and Burma.
These countries were the result of scanning pages that contained
people from above-mentioned geographical area fitting the criteria

established or having ancestry from these areas. It can be summa-
rized as the Far East, Southeast Asia, South Asia, and the South

Pacific Ocean.

A random sample of one hundred librarians were selected

based on the above criteria. It turned out to be that there was no
one from Pakistan or Bangladesh in the sample population. The dis-
tribution of the sample population by nationality is shown on Table
1.

The analysis showed that 87 percent came from the Far East
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Asian countries, namely, China, Japan and Korea. Most of them are
first generation immigrants. Eleven were born in the United States
and one was born in Canada. In other words, eighty-eight (88) per-
cent were immigrants while twelve percent were born in North Amer-
ica.

As for age groups, thirteen did not indicate birth
dates. Those who listed their birth dal ::s were all thirty-five years
or older. Fifty-five (55) percent belonged to the 45 - 54 age group.
This age bracket can be considered as the most ripe and mature group
in terms of capacity, to make professional contributions, having had
a sufficient time to accumulate the experience, training, prestige
and recognition that are needed to qualify as a manager or as super-
visor.

It may be true that there were fewer Asian Pacific Americans
in the library profession before the ].930's and this is reflected in
a relatively small number in the breakdown by age group on Table 2.

The 45 - 54 age group is the largest in number, probably partly due
to the reformed immigration law that allowed more influx of better
educated Asian immigrants, and partly due to the .sufficient time to

grow professionally to be included in Who's Who in Library and Infor-
mation Services. It takes time to establish oneself in a profession.
Lack of younger people in Who's Who is readily understandable from
this point of view. The relative scarcity of people who are forty-
four or younger may be attributable to the la,' of time to grow pro-
fessionally. However, this can not be proved dearly from the avail-
able data in the primary source.

Analysis by sex may illuminate an interesting profile, partic-
ularly the performance of Asian woman librarians in this country.
However, the biographical data in Who's Who did not permit this kind
of analysis. This belongs to a future study. In view of large num-
bers of women in the library community, it is not clear whether com-
parative measurement of female librarianstperformance against their
male counterparts will yield meaningful data, if a lopsided portion
of Asian librarians are females.

Analysis of educational background (Table 3) indicated that
more than half of the subject possessed at least a second master's
degree beyond MLS or higher. To be more precise, thirty-three (33)
percent had one or more second master's degrees while twenty (20)
percent had doctoral degrees. Almost half of the doctoral devees
received were in Library Science. No one received a doctorate in
science. It may be safe to speculate that while there are many A-
sians in the United States who are scientists, very few ventured ia-
to library science.

Most subjects worked in academic libraries while the second
largest group worked in special libraries (Table 4). As for posi-
tions and responsibilities, fiftysix (56) percent possessed typi-
cal managerial positions who are responsible for supervising other
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Table 1. Distribution by Nationalities

Nationality Number

Chinese 55

Japanese 13

Korean 19

Indian 4

Filipino 7

Indonesian 1

Burmese 1

TOTAL 100

Table 2. Distribution by Age Group

Year of Birth Age Bracket Number

1900 - 1909 75 or over 1

1910 - 1919 65 - 74 5

1920 - 1929 55 - 64 13

1930 - 1939 45 - 54 55

1940 - 1949 35 - 44 13

Unknown 13

TOTAL 100
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Table 3. Distribution of Educational Background

'Category Subject Field Number Total

Beyond MLS

MA 29

M S 4

Doctoral Degree

D L S 9

Comparative Literature 1

Education 4

Educational Media 1

Political Science 4

Sociology 1

33

20

Table 4. Distribution by Principal Areas of Professional
Activities

Type of Library

Academic Library

School of Library/Information Science

Special Library Information Center

Public Library

TOTAL

Number

64

9

21

6

100

17
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professional librarians in various capacities. Thirty-three (33)
percent belonged to middle-management positions. Reflecting the
distribution of the principal areas of professional activities,
one-third of librarians with managerial responsibilities were in
academic libraries. Most directors have technical services back-
grounds and only one with reference background. This is a rather
interesting phenomenon.

In view of the fact that most subjects are not native-born
citizens, English may be generally their second language. Public
services, particularly reference service, requires public contact
and proficiency in English, in terms of fluency in conversation
and to a lesser degree in writing, is important. It is suspected
that fewer Asian librarians are going into reference service by
their own choice. Also, those who are in the position to recruit
and screen new positions may be reluctant to select someone whose
first language is not English f "r reference positions even if a

candidate is sufficiently well versed in English. It is hoped that
as more second and third generation Asian/Pacific Americans are
introduced to the library community, the situation will improve
and the language factor will be eliminated in the hiring practices
(Table 5 shows the distribution of managerial positions by type
of libraries.)

The rest of the subjects had a wide range of responsibili-
ties including other managerial positions. Notably,ten librarians
were in technical services while eight were in charge of Oriental
Divisions. Therefore, it seems to be that aside from managerial
positions, the two areas mentioned above seem to be predominant
positions available for Asian librarians. Two factors seem to be
responsible for this phenomenon. Technical services require
technical skills and organizational abilities and the Oriental
divisions require language and cultural backgrounds. Not surpris-
ingly, all four reference librarians were born in this country.

The distribution of other positions is shown on Table 6.

There were nine library school faculty members. Those who
held faculty rank from academic libraries granting faculty rank
to librarians did not always provide the data. Due to this lack
of sufficient data, only library school faculty members were in-
cluded in the frequency distribution on Table 7. Among four prof-
essors, there were a dean and an associate dean of library
schools. In addition, one was a chairman of non-library science
department.

There were twenty-six librarians who received various fel-
lowships, awards and memberships of honorary fraternity societies
(Table 8).

Publications are largely on library science and services.
There were seventy-two books and one hundred and one journal art-
icles.
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Table 5. Distribution of Managerial Positions by Type of Library

p.brary Director Asst.Dir. Manager Head,Tech. Head, Total
Services Cataloging

r----
Academic

pecial

kublic

School

bovernment

kOTAL

13 5 2

8 2 1

1

2

2

26 7 3

5 8 33

1 12

4 1 6

2

1 3

9 11 56

Table 6. Distribution of Other Positions

Position

Acquisitions Librarian

Automated Processing Head

Cataloger

Coordinator of Public Services

Documents Librarian

Interlibrary Loan Librarian

Law Librarian

Library Building Consultant

Oriental Division Head

Periodicals Librarian

Reference Librarian

TOTAL

Number

2

1

8

1

2

1

1

1

8

5

4

34

'T=11L-arSIL
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Table 7. Distribution of Library School Faculty

Rank Number

Professor 4

Associate Professor 3

Assistant Professor 2

TOTAL 9

Table 8. Distribution of Honors, Awards, and Memberships

Category Number

Beta Phi Mu 12

Council on Library Resources Fellowship 2

Delta Mu Delta 1

Fulbright Research Fellowship 2

Kappa Delta Phi 1

Phi Alpha Theta 2

Phi Beta Mu 1

Phi Delta Kappa 3

Phi Kappa Phi 1

Tri Sigma 1

TOTAL 26
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CONCLUSION

In 1977, E.J. Josey and Kenneth E. Peeples described the

plight of minority librarians as follows (5):

"The failure to provide equal job opportunities for
minorities is the chief cause of their low position
in the economic systen. Although the library pro-
fession has paid lip service to the recruitment of
minorities, there has been no real commitment.
Moreover, the relatively small number of minority
librarians who are in the profession have not
achieved upward mobility largely because of dis-
criminatory policies."

This year 1984, seven years later when these comments were
made, how much progress has been made by the library community in
dealing with minority groups and whether Messrs. Josey and Peeples
have changed their opinions are not clear. I would like to believe
that progress has been made and that the majority of the library
community are warmly welcoming librarians of minority background.It
might be very well that black American librarians have made greater
progress than Asian Pacific American librarians because of the ci-

vil rights movements in the country and due to their large number

as recognition factor. It is hoped that these findings will shed a
little light on this subject. It is intended to provide an open

dialogue among the members of APALA. No amount of study can sway

individual APALA members who have formed opinions firmly based on

their personal experiences. Perhaps, this forum is the most appro-
priate one to confirm the state of affairs and explore the subject.

In view of the small percentage of the Asian Americans in
this country, the sample of one hundred from twelve thousand entries
might look good in terms of their status and achievements. However,
this does not tell the whole story. The ratio of Asian librarians
to their entire ethnic population is likely to be much higher than

that of the majority background. Therefore, this subject should be
continuously monitored and explored for accurate assessment.

We all know a democratic society can survive only when its
members subscribe to the doctrine of fairness and equality in words
and deeds. As librarians deal with knowledge, facts and truth, it

is imperative that the library community must provide maximum op-

portunities for individuals to make contributions to the utmost li-
mits of their talents and skills regardless of their ethnic back-

grounds for the betterment of the country and society as a whole.
The need for it is far greater for the whole than merely to promote
the benefit of minority groups. No amount of progress in library

technology is as important as our fundamental philosophy and prac-
tice in the library community at large, that are in tune with the

principles of a democratic society.
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AN ASSESSMENT OF ASIAN/PACIFIC AMERICAN LIBRARIANS'

STATUS AND ACHIEVEMENT: COMMENTS

By

Kanhya L. Kaul

The President Collantes, Distinguished participants in the
Seminar and Friends. Thank you for giving me this opportunity of
sharing my views with you on the subject of this Seminar. My as-
signment is to comment on the paper by Ms. Minja P. Lee, An Assess-
ment of Asian Librarians' Status and Achievements, which you have
heard just now. Having done that, I shall place before you some

other comments relevant to the subject.

Let us first thank Ms. Minja P. Lee for the intelligent and
hard work she has put in to come up with an assessment of Asian /
Pacific librarians - their status and achievements. As she told us,
she has used Who's Who in Library and Information Services, 1982, to
derive the sample of her study. Those of you who have had an oc-
casion to use this biographical directory, will readily agree with
me that it is a very irksome task to go through its pages to select
relevant entries for analysis and synthesis of the information which
she has presented in her paper.

There are approximately 12,000 names listed in this directory
though the compilers had sent out the initial questionnaire to about
30,000 librarians and information specialists. The editors were
highly selective in their inclusion of the respondents. The criteria
used to screen the candidates were very high, like active participa-
tion in professional organizations, ranking and position in their
respective institutions, and publications record, etc. In a senses
the 12,000 librarians included in the directory have, as we may say
it, "made it" as professional librarians and information specialists
Therefore, a sample of Asian / Pacific librarians derived from this
directory has rightly led to rosy and happy conclusions which Lee

.has presented in her paper. We are, indeed, delighted to learn of

the "success story"of the one hundred Asian / Pacific American pro-
fessional colleagues who form her total sample. It is good for our
collective pride and morale to know that we have some of our own to

look up to as role models to follow to higher success and profession-
al achievement. The study which Lee has presented gives us suffi-
cient basis to feel inspired and to continue the good work we are

doing.

However, we need to conduct some broad based studies to con-
tinue the work which Lee has begun with her paper. She herself has
cautioned us and highlighted the need for more studies. Not only do

we need :o ask of many more Asian / Pacific American librarians not
listed in the directory, as to how they are doing, but also as to

how they feel they are being recognized and rewarded in their places
of work. The survey, if taken up, has to be both extensive and in-
tensive. Then only we can develop and depict a clearer and a more
accurate profile of Asian / Pacific American librarians. Then only
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we can claim that most of us have feelings of achievement and ful-
fillment. There are some other indicators to point to the need for
a broad based survey. To quote from the "Message from the Presi-
dent" as published in this month's APALA Newsletter ( June 1984):

"Issue of Concern. One member raised her concern about
disparity in salaries between librarians working in Euro-
pean and Asian languages. She said that generally, Asian
librarians using their native language in their work (cat-
aloging for instance), receive less ?ay than other libra-
rians using European languages."

This is a serious issue if the practice is widespread. If it actu-

ally is, it means that our qualifications are not fairly rewarded,
relatively speaking. It may mean, whereas we are making a meaning-
ful and useful contribution on our part, we are not rewarded equal-
ly as our counterparts from Europe.This is obviously a matter which
according to its Purpose (Article II of the Constitution),the APALA
has an obligation to investigate and then to initiate such positive
steps as would remedy the situation. Remember, a majority of Asian
/ Pacific American librarians in this country work in Technical Sep
vices especially in academic libraries. Hence, the need to study

further the basis for this concern. Our broad based survey may
highlight some other concerns which the APALA as our professional
organization may have to investigate and study.

Coming back to Lee's paper, not withstanding the inherent li-
mitations in her sample, I endorse her "happy picture" of us based

on my perusal of the latest ARL Salary Survey, 1983. During the

FY 1983, the Survey shows that out of 6,251 ARL librarians,649 were
from all ethnic minorities, out of whom as many as 347 were of A-

sian / Pacific origin or over 53.5%. Compared to our total popula-

tion in relation to other minorities in the country, we are well

represented in the ARL's over-all employment picture of minorities

which includes Blacks, Hispanics, Native Alaskans and American In-

dians. It does not, however, mean that ARL libraries should not be
doing much more than what they are doing at present, to increase

further the number of minority librarians in their employ. Again,

according to the Survey, out of 649 minority librarians, over 50 %

are in administrative or senior professional ranks. I am inclined

to think that we have a good representation in that group also. I

say this in view of Lee's sample in which 56 % of the librarians

were found to be holding managerial positions. Also, I am encour-

aged to say this even from my own personal knowledge of the admin -
istration or academic professional ranks which many of you in this

audience hold in your libraries.

To sum up my comments, the present indicators though limited

and inadequate for drawing general and reliable conclusions, do

suggest that the Asian / Pacific American librarians are giving a

good account of themselves. Their contributions are well received

and also fairly rewarded by the institutions they work for. There
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is indeed a lot to be gained by following the advice which Ms. Asha
Capoor has given us in her presentation here. Self-analysis to im-
prove our image, confidence and positive attitudes will help us all
in achieving greater success and acceptance, no matter what our job
is. Yes, we should broaden our interests and participation to help
others to know us and understand us better. We have come from far
away cultures. Our colleagues are not familiar with our traditions.
It is our responsibility to help them understand us. They may not
give us recognition for our accomplishments at first. We have to
be one better, definitely better than the average.,..If we have to
work harder to earn recognition, so be it. Let us rejoice the fact
that we have plenty of opportunities to improve our prospects here
than perhaps some of us had in our old countries. Let us preserve
the good personal qualities we have brought with us from our old
cultures. We do not need to sacrifice them to achieve so called
success. We do want to achieve but retain at the same time our
piece of mind and happiness.

In the end, I join other speakers in emphasizing the need to
conduct a broad based survey of our constituents. In my view, the
APALA should make a concerted effort in this direction. This is a
worthwhile activity for the new officers of APALA to undertake.
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ASIAN/PACIFIC AMERICAN LIBRARIANS:
AN AMERICAN PERSPECTIVE

By

Bernard Krcissman

Good afternoon colleagues. I am delighted to have the

opportunity to share with you my views on this major topic of con-

cern. Before I begin my formal statement, however, I must tell you
that one of my professional associates is called upon frequently to
act as a panel member before library audiences. Before she accepts
any such appointment, she always asks as to her place on the pro-
gram. If it is the last speaking slot of the schedule, she will

occasionally decline the invitation on the basis that the last

speaker on a discrete topic will almost inevitably duplicate earlier
findings and views. I find myself in that situation this afternoon
and, consequently, I will attempt to modify my talk on-the-fly,con-
centrating on one or two areas which have not been more fully ad-

dressed today. If you will show some patience and indulge my occa-
sional silences as I skip pages throughout my paper, you will be
rewarded with a briefer talk than was originally planned.

However, for the sake of emphasis I should like to repeat one
element of the discussions which you have previously heard -- the

need for greater visibility of Asian / Pacific American librarians.
Prior to the composition of this paper I requested a computer

search of the library literature related to all Asian librarians .

The search discovered a considerable volume of material on Asian

studies programs and East Asian libraries and materials but rela-

tively little on Asian / Pacific American or East Asian librarians.
The import of those search results is self evident -- greater

efforts must be made if the community of Asian librarians and the

unique and major activities in which you have been engaged, and the
outstanding contributions to the profession which you have made,

are to receive the full and just recognition within the profession

and society that they so strongly merit. As I noted before I am

very pleased to be here with you today, but right at the outset I

must indicate that there are several overriding difficulties with

my assignment.

1) I do not regard my view as differently American than your
view. Even if for the sake of form we categorize the talks today

as Asian perspectives and American perspectives- there are probably
as many American perspectives as there are Americans who have given
the topic any consideration at all. Therefore, let us rather say

it is an administrative perspective and a single administrative per -

speccive. I have not polled any of my fellow administrators to de-
termine if their views match my perspective, though I would venture
to guess that a significant number might agree with me.Nonetheless,
for the purpose of this presentation it must be regarded as a per-

sonal administrative perspective.

2) In discussing ethnic issues one must always be aware of
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the racial and racist overtones that could invade any such discus-
sion. Even if very positively stated, any remark such as all E-
truscans are intelligent, bears within it a racist view of people
and I have never been an individual of such views. It is very true
that for affirmative action goals we do look at ethnic groups, but
it is also very true that within my personal experience,once hired,
any member of a minority group is evaluated as an individual with
the same responsibilities and the same standards of performance as
any other individual -- regardless of race.

3) In trying to talk of people in groups, such as Asian /
Pacific Americans, one is led almost inevitably to talk in genera-
lizations, and generalizations almost never hold true for specific
situations. More strongly I suspect that it would be even less
true for the group before me, because by your very presence here I
suspect that what may presumably hold for many other Asian/Pacific
American librarians would not hold true for the already successful
library practitioners here today. In other words I believe that I
am talking to a highly select group who have made their mark and
would defy any generalization.

4) Administrative statements. such as might be expected for
an address such as mine if they include recommendations for action
may be regarded as condescending or at best paternalistic. Once
again I can only assure you that my social perspective is directly
antithetical to any such view of life.

5) Finally, in the time allotted one can not make compre-
hensive statements, but must rather rely on brief comments in a

selected few areas and such statements may be construed as igno -
rant or lacking in understanding. In view of the previous papers
I will concentrate almost solely on a consideration of stereotypes.

Having made those apologies let me give you some background
-- very briefly.

Davis is a University of 18,000 students in which the great-
est single minority is Asian. Twenty percent (20%)of our domestic
students and almost twenty-five (25%) percent of our foreign stu-
dents are Asian.

Davis is the University of California campus with the third
largest enrollment, second largest in budget and the largest in
sheer acreage. Our book budget is over three million dollars (

$3,000,000) annually with a library budget of more than ten million

dollars. So much for background.

What do I as an administrator see as advantages for Asian /
Pacific American librarians. The first and most obvious are lan-
guage specialties. About three decades or more ago the American
academic scene lifted the blindfolds which restricted our world
view to American and European cultures. We recognized that wenust
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include all of the world if our perspectives were not to be faulty
by too limited a sense of the values of humanity. Thus, not only

Asian American studies, but also Afro American, Latin and Hispano
American, Native American and the many subgroups within those

broader categories were finally given academic attention. And that
ethnic recognition does not even mention our ever increasing sen-

sitivity to the long neglected role of women in all societies.

Along with those views came a need not only for the experts

in specialized fields such as Oriental Art and Japanese History,

but the need for librarians skilled in those various languages.

That need will continue and grow as the disciplines in academies

grow. At the public library level, language and subject special-

ties are a vital need in order to serve ethnic communities by sen-
sitive, aware, native speaking librarians provided with the writ-

ten materials of other countries. That requirement is becoming

an increasingly more important element in our profession.

Along with language, of course goes specific subject disci-

plines such as those I have already mentioned which develop as a

resultant of native education or ethnic cultural interest. Thus,

the need for specialists in collection development, cataloging and
service in vernacular and subject materials.

In a study in 1981 by Warrick Hwa-ruey Chin and Dorothy M.

Shields, on the self-perceptions of East Asian Studies librarians

and of faculty perceptions of those librarians - native language

competency was the single most highly regarded competency (1).

Now with the advent of computerized cataloging of Chinese,

Japanese and Korean - C.J.K. - that particular competencebecomes

even more important.

But like many such advantages, language and specific subject
competence have one serious disadvantage -- the potential threat
of stereotyping Asian/Pacific American librarians to a restricted
sphere of endeavor, specifically language and discipline associ-
ated activities.

There is a second stereotype which is equally restrictive.
The tendency of Asian/Pacific American librarians to move into

technical services areas of librarianship as opposed to public
services. While this is a commonplace of library observation it

is affirmed by the 1981 study I mentioned in which more than 55%
of the librarians in East Asian studies saw themselves as engaged
in technical services operations as against less than 7% who claim-
ed public service as their predominant responsibility.

My conclusion as to those perceptions returns to that same
study, in which the capa5ility to use English language effectively
took only fourth place out of six attributes for success as a

librarian. English language competency came after East Asian lan-
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guage capability, industriousness, and mastery of library science
techniques. Remember that study applied only to East Asian studies
librarians and while it may be somewhat appropriate for that par-
ticular group,I do not believe it is all appropriate for the larger
community of Asian librarians and will only lean to the stereo-
typing for the larger group, the general librarians.

My sense here, and it applies to every librarian: the white
American youngster just getting out of library school, to the black
librarian, to Asian / Pacific American librarian; nothing is more
important in moving out of positions basically associated with
native language competency than skill both verbal and written in
the English language.

I know how hard that task is. Frankly were I in that
position today, I doubt that I could attain a sufficient degree of
fluency in a foreign language. Nonetheless, I believe that English
language fluency is the single most important element for those who
wish to enter general librarianship management and administration.

Just two more notes on breaking the stereotype. I know how
comforting it is to stay with family and friends or to stay with a
strong subject interest. However, one should be aware of the con-
sequences. Let me illustrate by reference to a non-ethnic but
similar situation. During my tenure as Chief Librarian at City
College, I was the advisor to pre-library school students. Many
music major undergraduates sought my advice regarding music librar-
ianship. I always responded positively, but I cautioned them that
service in a highly specialized area of librarianship might tend to
restrict mobility to management and administration of libraries. I

added, however, that since one had but one life to lead and that
life should be as satisfying and happy as passible, une must make a
decision with the long-range career prospect in mind. In their fu-
ture, what element would provide for the greatest personal satis-
faction and happiness - service within a congenial field or one
with a probable greater potential for upward mobility.

I realize that the situation I am describing is not strictly
a stereotype. Nonetheless, one has to make a choice - stay in one
place - stay with one subject, but with the full recognition that
you are probably restricting your opportunities. If that is what
you want, enjoy your life.

Finally, and very briefly, let me comment on computers. What-
ever are the cultural backgrounds of Asian /Pacific Americans, cer-
tainly they have taken to engineering and mathematical sciences.
Computers are part of that environment, and I believe firmly,and my
belief is shared by most administrators,that computers are the wave
of the library future for the generalist and also for every speci-
alized area of librarianship. That view is also reinforced by the
Final Report of the Joint Advisory Committee to the East Asian
Library Program, "Automation Cooperation and Scholarship:East Asian
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Libraries in the 1980's,"published by the American Council of
Learned Societies in 1981.

For many of you assembled here today that particular emphasis
applies to people engaged in activities which you now dub C. J. K.
However, remember my caution For those of you who want to move
into general librarianship, computer competency is one clear road

to that goal. For those of you engaged in C. J. K. who want to

move, utilize your specialized skills to move into the larger fields
of computer related activities.

To conclude, why is this particularly important to you. From
the Librarians Affirmative Action Handbook of 1983 (2), we discover
that Asian / Pacific American librarians are the only minority

individuals who have a larger percentage of representation in the

library profession than the percentage of Asian Americans in the

general population. You have chosen librarianship as a profession
and a way of life in greater proportionate numbers than any other
group. Consequently, a° a group you have the most to gain by break-
ing the stereotype. And so I will end with a racial, not a racist

remark. I and all administrators know that the library profession

has been enormously enriched by your participation. Thank you.
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YOU NEED APALA
,.1=Mr.

1. To provide a forum for discussing problems and concerns of Asian/Pacific
American librarians.

2. To provide a forum for the exchange of ideas by Asian/Pacific American
librarians and other librarians.

3. To support and encourage library services to the Asian/Pacific American
communities.

4. To recruit and support Asian/Pacific Americans in the library/information
science professions.

5. To seek funding for scholarships in library/information science schools for
Asian/Pacific Americans.

6. To provide a vehicle whereby Asian/Pacific American librarians can cooperate
with other associations and organizations having similar or allied interests.

7. To receive APALA Newsletter.

Now is the time to initiate or renew your membership to APALA. Membership
means building a professional connection with your Asian/Pacific American
colleagues.

Please take a few minutes to fill out the attached form. And right now, while
you are thinking of APALA, please write out your dues check and mail it, together
with the completed membership form to the APALA Treasurer.

SHARE A P A L A WITH A FRIEND. Please feel free to make copies of this form
in order to enroll additional members.

APALA holds its annual program and membership meeting in conjunction with the
ALA Conference in June.

MEMBERSHIP FORM

NAME: Mr/Ms/Dr. Last First

POSITION: ORGANIZATION

OFFICE ADDRESS: City

HOME ADDRESS: City

TELEPHONE - Office: Home:

Middle

State Zip

State Zip

COUNTRY OF BIRTH/INTEREST LANGUAGE (beside English)

DUES: Personal $10.00; Student $5.00; Institutional $25.00

Make checks payable to: Asian/Pacific American Librarians Association.
(Enclosed are my dues for 198 (expires Dec. 31st).

Membership is recommended by:

MAIL THIS FORM TO APALA TREASURER
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JUNE 26,1984, TUESDAY

AN EVENING OF ASIAN/PACIFIC MUSIC AND DANCE

CoSponsored by DALLAS PUBLIC LIBRAkY

8:00 9:30 P.M.
Dallas Public Library Auditorium,

Master of Ceremony: SHARAD KARKHANIS

WELCOME

GREETINGS

PERFORMANCES

Sansa Shigure (Japanese)
Autumn Shower

Hawaiian

Fandango sa Ilaw

(Philippines)

See Nong (Thai)

Music (Philippines)
Nabasas ans Banga

Peacock Dance (Chinese)

Hanagasa Ondo (Japanese)
A Ballad of Flower Hats

Tahitian

Miao Gisls with Wine Cups
(Chinese)

Tinikling (Philippines)

RECESSIONAL

'LOURDES Y. CdiANTES,'APALA. President

RICHARD L.' WATERS, Acting Director,"

Dal. 3 Public 14.braiy

HATSUYO HAWKINS

ROSE

LINDA CABRILLO ,and

:SILAYAIT aarOmmo ARTS

liANTIRAF YUVANABOON

SAMAR/ RONDALLA PLAIERS
EDUARDO P.-DE LEON, Director

NANCY RANG

HATSUYO HAWKINS

ROSE

NANCY RANG and AMY W(7U

LINDA CABRILLO and
STLAYAN PERFOEMING ARTS

_E-E,CEPTI.O'N
..(Admission:67,Titket)

9 :30

ybast-Fest Rona,

Dallas public Library



ACKNOWLEDGMENT
The musical program was Made possible by the generous and deeply

appreciated support of our friends.

Ballen Booksellers
Dallas Public Libra
Eduardo P..de Leon
Linda, Gabrillo and
Hatsuyo Hawkins
Nancy Kang
Rose

tawatdee Restaurant

International, Inc.
ry.

and Sanlahi Rondalla Players
Silayan Performing Arts

APALA OFFICERS

President: LOURDES (LULU) Y. COLLANTES, Sate University of New York/
College at Old Westbury

Vice-Pres: VICTOR OKIM, Simmons College, Graduate School ofLibrary
and Infcimation Scignce

Treasurer: RAVINDRA N. SHARMA, Beaver Campud, Pennsylvania State

University
Secretary: PEI-LING WU, Macomb County Community College

PROGRAM COMMITTEE

ESTRELLA S. BRYANT, Bibliography. of Asian Studies, Inc.
AUGURIO L. COLLANTES, Hostos Community College, City University of N.Y.
SUZINE HAR-NICOLESCU, Chairperson, Medgar Evers College, City

University of N.Y.
TOMIE MOCHIZUKI, Japan Society

LOCAL ARRANGEMENT COMMITTEE

DAVID KIM, Sam Houston State University
DAVID LIU, Pharr Memori41 Library

HATSUYO HAWKINS, University of Texas at El Paso
WILLIAM W. WAN, Chairman, Texas Women's University

COMMITTEE CHAIRPERSONS

Constitution and By-Laws :

Membership
Nominations
Recruitment & Scholarship :
APALA Newsletter Editor :

HENRY C. CHANG, Bureau of Libraries, Museums
& Archaeological Services, Virgin Islands
CONCUITA PINEDA, Citibank (M.A.) Library ,

BETTY TSAI, Buck's County CommUnity College
MCRAE, F. LEE, Central Missouri State Universiti
SHARAD KARKBANIS,Iingsborough Community
College, City University of New York

Printed by the Office Services,Dept., Kingsborough Community College,
under the 'supervision of ISAAC REID, SR,


